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A unique, hands-on guide introduces the history of the religious and spiritual use of herbs in many faith traditions, providing
informative ways to use herbs for healing one's physical and spiritual self. Reissue.
Here are 35 brilliant projects that will help you learn how to sew. If you've never used a needle and thread before, don't worry start with the Sewing Techniques section, which simply explains how to do every stitch. Then pick something to make from one of
the four chapters. In the Toys chapter, you'll find juggling animals, sock monsters and rag dolls, while in Fashion Fun, there are
gorgeous bags, hair accessories and more. Next, discover some brilliant Decorations - from hanging felt stars to pretty lavender
bags. Finally, Great Gifts is packed with ideas, such as the finger puppet cards, felt egg cosies or the sausage dog draft excluder.
All the instructions and cute step-by-step artworks are easy to follow; plus, each project has a grade so that you can start with
easy sewing and move onto using more advanced stitches as you get better at it.
Book 1 is a compilation of craft activities ...based upon elementary concepts and promote the use of basic language to sort,
compare, direct and comprehend. Consolidation of these early concepts through fun, memorable craft experiences will equip
students with the early concepts required to participate in school based learning.
Provides instructions for making gift wrapping, boxes, envelopes, gift tags, and greeting cards
A treasure trove of more than 25 great projects, simple enough for beginners but irresistible to all. Practical yet pretty hand and
sewing machine projects are an ideal way to create gifts with lasting impact. Packed with ideas, needlecraft techniques, step-bystep instructions and handy tips to make it fun and easy. With ideas for you and your home, from beautiful bags to vibrant
cushions, everyone will find a project they adore.
Offers recipes for holiday dishes and edible gifts, as well as instructions for making Christmas decorations and other craft projects
for adults and children
The Student of the Week Pocket Chart is a fun way to make every student feel special! It can also be used to highlight
occupations, landmarks, shapes, creative writing, and more! It measures 19.75" x 24" and features: -- *7 clear pockets *A photo
pocket measuring 4" x 6" *Flame retardant material and durable construction *Sturdy grommets for easy hanging *A teacher
resource guide
A re-examination of New England's cultural society, in which Puritans share the stage with many other discourses.
Red means go when it comes to sewing quilts, bags, accessories, and more with the popular Create and Craft TV presenter. Mandy Shaw is
well known for her distinctive sewing designs and motifs and in this book she brings her own style to the traditional and increasingly popular
technique of redwork embroidery. You will learn how to create two quilts, the first has nine different heart-shaped quilt blocks, each with a
different motif and theme, such as polar bears, scissors and honey bees. The second quilt is a variation which includes a nine patch block.
Mandy then demonstrates how to use the different motifs to make up 12 simple projects such as pin-cushions, keyrings, hanging hearts and
bags—ideal for sewers who don’t want to tackle the full quilts. A helpful stitch guide with step illustrations will provide you with all the stitch
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techniques you will need, in addition, full-size templates for all the motifs are included together with a full alphabet enabling you to personalize
your makes. Whether you’re an experienced stitcher looking for inspiration or a novice sewer looking for new ideas, this title has something
for everyone!
Celebrating the Lectionary® is a supplementary catechetical resource that helps you bring the richness of the Lectionary and the liturgical
year into your catechetical program. It can be used in Catholic school programs, during the process of preparing children for Christian
initiation, or as a supplement to a traditional basal text for Catholic school or parish religious education programs. It has been changed from a
school year annual to now follow the pattern of the Lectionary. It includes sessions for every Sunday of the liturgical year (Advent, Christmas
Time, Lent, Easter Time, and Ordinary Time), sessions for each day of the Sacred Paschal Triduum, and sessions for holydays, solemnities,
and feasts so that you can use it in a variety of catechetical settings. Each session is easily adapted to your specific needs and time
constraints, with sessions designed so that you can lead class discussions and activities with minimal preparation and make use of the
resources you have on hand. Each session includes: - Background information for the catechists - Ways to connect the children’s lives with
the liturgical year - Full text of the day’s Gospel reading and an age-appropriate guided reflection - Gospel-related activities - A take-home
page for the families to do during the week
Collects essays on the history and lore of popular Christmas customs, make-it-yourself projects related to each custom, menus and
recipes--from James Beard--for four Christmas dinners, cookie recipes, stories, poems, and prayers
Create 25 plus distintive holiday-themed paper crafts for decorating your home with these photographic step-by-step instructions and tips to
guide you through each project.
Quilt instructor Edie McGinnis rediscovers 17 classic Star patterns and introduces six new blocks of her own.
Provides illustrated instructions for making a variety of crafts with paper, including gifts, decorations, and greeting cards.

Be Inspired by the Stories The 1922, The Farmer's Wife magazine posed this question to their readers: "If you had a
daughter of marriageable age, would you, in light of your own experience, have her marry a farmer?" The magazine at
the time had 750,000 subscribers, and received over 7,000 letters. The best answers to this question are included in this
book, along with the traditional quilt blocks they inspired. Laurie Aaron Hird provides everything you need to be inspired
and create your own sampler quilt: • 111 six-inch quilt blocks, with assembly diagrams for piecing the blocks and
template cutting directions • Complete instruction for making a sampler quilt in any traditional size: lap, twin, queen or
king • Download access to easy-to-print, full-sized templates for all 111 blocks, and printable quilt construction diagrams
• 42 letters from the 1922 Farmer's Wife contest to give you a priceless glimpse into our country's past
These 25 exquisite hand-embroidery projects are the perfect antidote to today’s throwaway culture: they’re meant to last
and to remind us how generations before us lived—appreciating, preserving, and passing down their lovingly-stitched
handiwork to families and friends. Anyone would treasure this lovely array of unique textiles, which include soft
furnishings, home accessories, and gifts. They’re arranged in five appealing thematic categories, all inspired by
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traditional designs: “Bugs and Botanicals,” “Celebrations,” “Country Garden,” “Hearts,” and “Seaside.” Create a
charming apple cushion, heart-adorned apron, lavender pillow, dragonfly picture, berry wreath throw, as well as tea
cozies, table runners, napkins, and sachets. The techniques—all beautifully and clearly explained—include chain and
running stitches, satin stitch, French knot, and many others suitable for beginners.
Synopsis coming soon.......
"Origami takes flight with these 40 beautiful bird projects, from a cockatiel, horned owl, and hummingbird to the exotic
albatross and extinct dodo. Just photocopy the templates onto cardstock; score, cut, and fold; and, finally, interlock the
joints to create a dimensional creature. All the projects are arranged by difficulty and the richly photographed pages show
the birds from multiple perspectives, perching, standing, and flying. "--- Simple-to-make projects using everyday materials such as cardboard, paints, glitter and glue -- How to make your own
festive cards and wraps, as well as Christmas decorations and presents for family and friends -- Clear instructions and
safety tips throughout, with full-colour photographs to make each project easy to follow -- Seasonal gift ideas include a
wintry woollen scarf and gloves set, Christmas tree earrings, a groovy dog bowl and a Father Christmas hand puppet -Ideas for all kids ages 7-12 to make themselves and with adult guidance.
If you can cut and roll a strip of paper, you can quill! Paper quilling is enjoying a bold resurgence, with artists
reinterpreting and revitalizing the technique with exciting new ideas. These 50 diverse designs feature breathtaking
quilled cards for holidays, special occasions, and just for fun. Start with simple, fundamental forms, all shown in close-up
photos that novices can easily follow: a tight roll, teardrop, square, scroll, and more. These form the basics for such
projects as an adorable baby carriage-shaped tag, embellished with buttons; rolled Christmas holly berries on a tiny
wreath; and a Father’s Day card with bright, graphic patterns forming a background for a miniature white shirt and tie. A
beauty shot showcases the completed card, and line drawings clarify all the quilled components.
Provides directions for making more than one hundred fifty easy-to-make projects for the holiday season, including
wreaths, greeting cards, Christmas tree ornaments, centerpieces, decorations, gift wraps, and other items
This is the eagerly anticipated follow-up to the bestselling The Packaging and Design Templates Sourcebook. With 100%
new content The Packaging and Design Templates Sourcebook 2 is guaranteed to repeat the runaway success of the
original volume. This indispensable sourcebook features 100 new, innovative, and classic packaging and paper
engineering ideas across a variety of end uses, with detailed templates showing how to copy, fold, construct, and
complete them from widely available materials. The accompanying CD features all of the templates as copyright-free,
editable EPS files making The Packaging and Design Templates Sourcebook 2 an invaluable resource for designer,
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design students, and crafters.
These elegant cards—conceived by the biggest names in crafting, such as Lynn Whipple, Claudine Hellmuth, Terry
Taylor, and Akiko Sugiyama—use many of today’s popular “altered book” techniques, and the results are exquisite. In
the same amount of time as it would take you to scan the racks for something mass-produced and impersonal, you can
create these superbly designed, individualized 3-D and pop-up cards; photocopied, collaged, stenciled, and stamped
ones; papers that have been stitched, embossed, woven, and cut; and projects incorporating fabulous folds and
fasteners. There are even ideas about coordinating accompanying envelopes. And all the cards include many
imaginative variations that will prompt crafters to explore the techniques in greater depth.
Shows how to make bows, labels, and wrapping paper, and shares ideas for wrapping presents for birthdays, baby
showers, housewarmings, weddings, anniversaries, Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, graduation, Chanukah, and
Christmas
Give your holiday season a personal touch with beautiful handmade Christmas decorations from the author of Celebrate
with a Stitch. This collection of Christmas wreath and garland projects makes the festive period even more special.
Celebrated author and pattern designer Mandy Shaw shares her favorite Christmas sewing projects and shows us how to
make beautiful Christmas decorations to bedeck our home at this special time of year. The projects feature Mandy’s
favorite seasonal motifs, including snowmen, reindeer, holly, doves, and candy canes, along with Mandy’s super simple
techniques for making eleven different garlands, wreaths, and Christmas cones. All the motifs and wreaths can be mixed
and matched to make endless seasonal variations for a totally unique Christmas project. These projects make the perfect
presents for friends and family—or treat yourself and make one to decorate your own home this Christmas!
Create a menagerie of quilted creatures with 53 exciting foundation-pieced block designs by Margaret Rolfe! Piece
dozens of animal and bird designs, including a panda, giraffe, rhinoceros, lion, flamingo, toucan, hippo, koala, parrot, and
an elephant. Stitch even the smallest pieces of your blocks with ease and accuracy when you use Margaret's fast and fun
foundation-piecing technique Combine any number of 4" x 4" blocks to make small or large quilts Complete block
instructions, patterns for four quilts, and a special ark block are included
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology and their world. The core belief
that Popular Science and our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving
forces that will help make it better.
Crafts.
There are 160 glorious pages, jam-packed with bright holiday ideas for thoughtful, original decorating and gift giving.
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A card is an even more special gift when it’s made by hand, and the cards in this book make the giving even more fun through
designs that pop up, move, and spin. The charm and whimsy of these cards will elevate any occasion. From children’s birthday
cards with wheels that spin to get-well wishes revealed with the pull of a tab and gift boxes that magically take shape when the
card is opened, the cards in this book are sure to please. With over fifty designs for a range of occasions—from birthdays, baby
announcements, and get-well wishes to Easter, Halloween, and Christmas—there’s sure to be something for everyone in this book.
Each project is presented through beautifully styled photographs, clear step-by-step instructions, detailed diagrams, and
templates. Even those new to working with paper will be able to make the whimsical and elegant designs in this book. Make the
cards in this book and give your friends and family a keepsake they will treasure.
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in
our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at
their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he
cannot help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that
there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another
awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green,
this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
Shares strategic guidelines for low-stress, affordable party hosting for special occasions and holidays, in a lavishly illustrated
reference that includes menus and recipes, mood-setting decorating tips, and recommendations for enlisting family help. Original.
Paper Engineering & Pop-ups For Dummies covers a wide range of projects, from greeting cards to freestanding models. Easy-tofollow, step-by-step instructions and dozens of accompanying diagrams help readers not only to complete the diverse projects in
the book, but also master the skills necessary to apply their own creativity and create new projects, beyond the book's pages.
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